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University
offers free
courses to
victims

Groups
recognize
domestic
awareness

Faculty volunteers to
teach online classes to
those affected by Katrina

Silent Witness display
kicks off month,
honors victims

By Andrea Slivka
RtPORTER

By Johnny Payne
REPORTER

When Tom Chibucos, professor of Family and Consumer
Sciences, heard the request for
faculty members to teach online
courses to hurricane victims, he
knew he had to volunteer.
"Everybody's got to try to do
something," Chibucos said.
The University is offering 10
free online courses through the
Sloan Semester program for students nationwide affected by
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Chibucos wanted to participate in the program to help provide a way for these students to
remain in school.
Teaching the extra course will
be worth it, "if you can get at least
a few students to remain in the
University," Chibucos said.
Beginning today, Chibucos will
be teaching child development
in an eight-week accelerated
semester that ends Dec. 12.
He plans to teach the course
with the same structure and syllabus he is using for his current
on-campus child development
class.
The only adjustment for the
online course will be that class
discussions will take place over
an online discussion board
instead of in class.
The Sloan Semester students
will still have to take three
exams and complete the same
assignments as his on-campus
students.
Chibucos
believes this
approach will be more helpful to
the Sloan Semester students than
restructuring the class to make it
much easier for them.
"I don't think it would help
them much if you totally water it
down," Chibucos said.
According to Connie Molnar,
director of IDEAL in the
Department of Continuing
and Extended Education, the
University originally heard about
the program from the Ohio
Learning Network.
The University was interested
in the program and decided to
participate because it's a way for
the University to help based on
what it already provides.
"One of the ways we can help
as an educational institution is by
offering education," Molnar said.
And the response to the program from faculty and staff was
very impressive, according to
Molnar.

'["his October, organizations and
individuals across the country have turned their focus and
efforts to raising consciousness
about domestic violence and
Bowling Green is no difference.
The Women's Center, located
in 107 Hannah Hall, has been an
active participant in Domestic
Violence Awareness Month,
sponsoring numerous events
within the last week with no signs
of slowing down.
The semi-annual "Take Back
the Night" march took place on
Tuesday of last week.
A Brown Bag Luncheon on
the correlation between animal
abuse and domestic abuse was
held Wednesday, as well as the
Silent Witness unveiling later that
evening. All events drew considerable crowds and volunteers.
The month's largest event was
the Silent Witness ceremony,
according to Mary Krueger, director of the Women's Center, which
founded the Silent Witness program in northwest Ohio.
The unveiling took place in
the St. Thomas More University
larish on Thurstin Road, and
consisted of 30 life-sized plywood
silhouettes painted red, each one
representing a local female victim
of domestic violence.
"The church |St. Thomas] was
filled," Krueger said. "About 355
people attended."
These high attendance numbers
reflect the importance of the issue
at hand, according to Krueger.
"Domestic violence is the number one reason that American
women go to the emergency
room," she said.
Domestic Violence Awareness
Month was initially called the Day
of Unity, and was established by
the National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence.
Held in October 1981, its purpose was to connect victims of
domestic abuse, as well as women's advocates dedicated to ending
violence in the home.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimate
that more than 5 million women
experience an incident of domestic violence each year, resulting in
about 1,300 deaths.
Women are also more likely to
be abused or killed by their husbands or boyfriends than by anyone else, according to Krueger.
These startling facts have given
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Center programs invaluable to students and community
Grant funds
entrepreneurship
center at the Univ.
n Laura Hoesman
mo* REPORTER

For the next Oprah Winfrey or Bill
Gates living in the Bowling Green
vicinity, the University is planning
a new entrepreneurship center
to help people develop budding
business ventures.
The center, which has existed
on paper for two years, is being
funded with money from the
Dallas-Hamilton award of $3 mil-

lion that the University received
last year, according to Nancy
Merritt, dean of the College of
Business and Administration.
Funds from the award are also
being used to reward a new professor each year with an endowed
professorship. The first award
was given to Professor Gene Poor
this year.
Poor, who has started six local
businesses since he began teaching at the University in 1972, is
a professor of visual communication technology as well as
business. He has won numerous awards from the University,

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™H*

7 believe the entrepreneurship center will
greatly improve the real-world applications
of entrepreneurial learning for students."
NIC PARRISH, UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS

including the 2004 Master
Teacher Award.
Poor said he was blessed to
receive the award, and he foresees a very successful future for
the entrepreneur center.
"It's going to give Bowling
Green a lot of visibility in terms
of working with aspiring entrepreneurs that aren't necessarily

involved on campus," Poor said.
Students are also looking forward to the center's benefits.
Although she will not be
enrolled on campus next year,
senior Erica Walsh said the center will still be helpful to new
graduates and community members as they strive to put together
workable business plans.
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Walsh, whose minor is entrepreneurship, has unsuccessfully
tried to start three businesses
with her classmates. A center
that will provide guidance to student entrepreneurs could help
students get their businesses off
the ground, Walsh said.
Nic Parrish, a University alumnus, agreed.
"I believe the entrepreneurship
center will greatly improve the
real-world applications of entrepreneurial learning for students,"
he said.
According to Merritt, the center will eventually be housed
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somewhere on or close to campus, although she does not know
where or when this will happen. The center will probably be
housed in an already-existing
building she said.
She added that a national
search for the director of the
entrepreneurship center is currently underway.
"The center director is going
to start building the programming for the business and entrepreneurial community." Merritt
said.
CENTER.PAGE 2
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FALCON FEVER Most students fail to read honesty policy
RIGHTS, FROM PAGE 1

Jordan Flowtr BGNnvs

BONDING WITH A BIRD: Freddie eggs on the crowd at the BGSU
vs. OU game this past weekend. The Falcons won 38-14.

Students grateful
COURSE. FROM PAGE 1

Two days after she sent out
memos and e-mails about
the program lo deans, chairs,
and directors, Molnar received
offers for about 60 courses to be
taught through the online pn>gram. although only 10 courses
were needed from BGSU.
The 10 volunteer faculty will
be teaching the online classes
on lop of their regular course
loads and will receive small stipends as pay from the Sloan
Consortium, which is in charge
of die program.
But the University is not just
offering these extra courses.
A tuition fee-waiver was
approved by the Board of
Trustees so students can take
the courses frce-of-charge.
According lo Patti (iiglio,
press representative for the
Sloan Semester program, the
Sloan Consonium was already
composed of universities that
offer online courses, but the
Sloan Semester was created
specifically to help hurricane
victims.
"We hope lo create a bridge

to students who have been displaced by hurricanes Katrina
and Rita until they can return
to their home institutions,"
(Iiglio said.
Students who are eligible
for die program include those
who were displaced by the hurricanes or whose universities
were closed because of damage,
according loGiglio.
National guard members
whose units were called up to
help with relief efforts are also
eligible for the program, she
said.
The close to 1,000 students
can sign-up for courses from
any of ihe participating institutions.
About 200 universities and
community colleges are offering a combined total of about
2,000 classes.
Molnar said diat, in talking
to students who will be taking
courses from the University, she
has found the students to be
very grateful for the opportunity to take these courses.
"In every conversation with
ihem, they thank me many
times," she said.

with an accusation?
Students should first be aware
of Ihe six possible forms of honesty violations: cheating, forgery,
bribery or threats, fabrication,
plagiarism and facilitating academic dishonesty.
Instructors have the right to
charge a student with any of these
six violations based on their own
interpretation of the situation,
and the inslniclorcan determine
and impose the sanction, according to the policy.
"The professor is the persecutor, ihe judge and ihe jury when
it comes lo (he student being
charges," Seckel said.
According (o the policy,
instructors are required to "make
a good-faith effort" lo meet with
the accused student to discuss
the charges within five days of
discovering the violation. If (he
ins(nic(or feels (he smdenl violaled the policy, (hen (hey decide
on a punishment
Barbara Waddell, coordinator of [he Academic Honesty
Committee, emphasized the
importance of sludcnls meeting with (heir instructors after
Uiey've been accused.
"Sometimes students don't
talk, but that doesn't s(op (he process," she said.

If a student is unsatisfied with
their instructor's decision in
ihe case, (hey have the right lo
appeal to the Academic Honesty
Committee within seven days
after (hey're (old of the sanction.
"Everyone has the right to
appeal." Waddell said.
However, hearings will only be
granted if die srudem can prove
dial (here is new evidence in the
case, there was a procedural error
or an error in Ihe interpretation
of the evidence.
Students must submit a written appeal arguing one or more
of these three criteria lo die committee. A hearing will be granted
if (he committee feels the student
proved one of the three criteria,
which isn't always easy lo prow.
Belween fall 2004 and summer 2005,21 studems appealed
— and only five hearings were
granted.
Seckel said that just because
one of the criteria can be proven doesn't mean the commitIce will automatically granl a
hearing.
If (lie violation is blatanlly obvious — for instance if il
can be proven the sludeni (ook
lheir paper verbatim from (he
Internet — a hearing won'l be
granted
When students do go before
Ihe committee Ihey'vc been

CENTER,FROM PAGE 1

"Entrepreneurial

Lecnire series, workshops and
(raining will be among (he programs planned for die enlreprencurship center.
The center will be a place
where students and community
members can meet, providing
sludcnls with internship opportunities, Merrilt said.
So far, without a set location or
dircclor on campus, the center
has begun a few projects.
For the pasl two years the
center has facilitated ihe Bob
and Karen Sebo Lecture Series,
and WBGU is currently working with ihe center to create a
national PBS scries on American
entrepreneurs.
The television series, tilled

National Treasure," will have
13 episodes featuring differenl American entrepreneurs.
The University will be allowed
lo keep all ihe film from the
project, including unused video
recordings.
Merrill said this leftover film
will be an invaluable leaching
tool for the University's entrepreneurship program.
"We are going lo lake these
entrepreneurs and interview
them longer than you would see
them on TV, so that we can have
some clips dial students see later
in our programs," Merrin said.
"Wha( you might see on television is just going to be a small
portion of what we have actually
learned from diese entrepreneurs."
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PLAGIARISM
AT THE UNIVERSITY
FALL 2004:
<^ Total cases of plagiarism 28
*» Appeals Submitted 7
«& Hearings Granted 2
^ In one case the faculty
member prevailed and the plagiarism charge stood
<^ In one case the student prevailed, clearing their name of
the plagiarism charge

SPRING 2005:
^> Total cases of plagiarism 65
^> Appeals Submitted 9
<* Hearings Granted 3
«>. In one case the faculty
member prevailed and the plagiarism charge stood
«* In two cases the students
prevailed, clearing their names
of plagiarism charges
SUMMER 2005:
*% Total cases of plagiarism 9
«& Appeals Submitted 5
<* Hearings Granted 0

Center opens internship opportunities

Mel "'itrti-m know ju>l limit ipeeinl tin y are...
ifimftlf 'Oai/ ,\al (to. 1%, 200%

Brine

fairly successful, according (o
Waddell. She said (hat students
have proven to be resourceful in
arguing their cases.
"Students don'l always lose,"
she said. "That's why the committee is important, (hey are
reallythoughtful."
Of the two hearings granted
in fall 2004, one studem was successful in clearing (heir name
and (he other student failed (o
prove their innocence. And of
Ihe three hearings granted in
spring 2005, two students were
able (o prove (heir innocence.
During commillec hearings
students represent themselves,
as do instructors. Bo(h sides are
allowed lo have external advisors
thai can help, bu( (he advisors
aren't allowed to speak.
Skeptics have questioned ihe
pan of ihe policy, bul Waddell
defends it.
"The logic is, 'Who knows
yourcases be((er (han you?'" she
said. "You were (here, you know
wha( happened belter than anyone else."
■ Seckel and Waddell agree that
it's worth students' time to know
their academic rights by reading ihe policy. By knowing their
rights, Seckel believes students
can protect themselves.
"The future of (heir education
isats(ake,"hesaid.

Your My Rainbow

$24.95
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I of while daisies accented by a rose
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The entrcpreneurship minor
program has been available
since fall 2003, when it enrolled
15 students. Today, over 100 studems are minors in (he program.
While mos( sruden(s in (he
en(repreneurship
program
are enrolled in (he College of
Business, Ihe minor has attracted
students from several other colleges on campus, a graph of (he
program's enrollmem statistics
shows.
Bowling Green has taken a
unique approach to (heir entrepreneur program, according (o
Poor.
"They use professors from all
over campus," he said. "There's
someone from (he theater
department who teaches, some-

one from technology. It is going
to be an interdisciplinary program, so they are really opening up (he gales lo any faculty
member wi(h an entrepreneurial ben( to their background."
Student Aislynn Valentine,
senior, said the minor is not only
for srudenls who warn lo start
businesses.
"F.nireprencurship is not
all about starting your own
business," Valentine said.
"Entrcpreneurship is a way of
dunking."

Merrilt echoed this view.
"Entrepreneurship isn'l jus(
about small businesses," she
said. "It's about... taking a great
deal of risk and facing potential
growth with new and different
ways of doing tilings."

Shelter provides safety
VIOLENCE, FROM PAGE 1

hirth to die establishment of the
Cocoon Shelter in Bowling Green,
a linn pnilii organization that
provides shelter, food, legal advice
and other services lo victims of
domestic abuse.
Its location is kept confidential

for safety purposes.
"The Cocoon Shelter opened
this pasl lune, and had its first client call widiin 24 hours," Krueger
said. "It's been busy ever since."
A Brown Bag Luncheon will
be held today at noon in 107
Hannah Hall concerning the
Cocoon Shelter.
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MOTORSPORTS BROUGHT TO CAMPUS

CAMPUS

BGSU Motorsports is holding ils first go-kart demo
event today from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Perry Field House.
The organization's mission is to bring motorsports to
the BGSU community as they develop, implement and
showcase clean energy systems through a fun, safe and
competitive competition.

BGSU faculty leads
way on study of fish
Professors in geology,
biology research the
migratory patterns of
Lake Erie fish
By Laura Coins
SENIOR REPORTER

Students and professors at the
University are collaborating on
a project that will hopefully give
them more insight on the lives
offish in Lake Erie.
The project, which began
this summer, consists mainly of
studyinga small bone inside the
head offish called the ololith.
Studying the otolith could
lead to a better understanding
of fish's spawning and migratory habits in Lake Erie, which
will be beneficial for both environmental and economical
reasons, said Todd Hayden, the
doctoral student heading up
the project.
"If spawning areas are
destroyed, there will be no
way of keeping the population
going," Hayden said. "But if we
know where the fish are going
to and coming from we can
start to protect those critical
areas."
lohn Farver, associate professor of geology at the University,
adds that studying the otolith
will also provide more information for ihe Ohio Department of
Natural Resources who manage
fish as a food resource.
"The fishing industry in Ohio

JOHN FARVER
PROFESSOR

JEFF MINER
PROFESSOR

brings in hundreds of millions
of dollars a year between commercial and recreational fishing," Farver said. "There is a
clear economic tie to maintaining good fish stocks, having
enough fish and having them
be the right size to keep the
fisherman coming."
Along with Farver, Jeff Miner,
associate professor of biology
at the University, oversees the
project. Miner said one of the
experiments they are working
on currently has to do with yellow perch.
This summer, a group of
young perch, each about 2 centimeter in length, were put into
80 cages throughout Lake Erie
for three weeks.
While there the fish ate other
organisms in the water, causing
their otolith to grow and take
on the chemical composition of
the water, Miner said.
"What we want to know is, if
a fish thai is caught in Maumee
Bay, what sort of chemical signature does it have in its otoliih
that we can use to describe fish
lhat come from Maumee Bay,"

Miner said.
Currently, the group is preparing the otoliih to be analyzed, a process which entails
breaking the otolith and polishing it down with a fine grinding
stone, Miner said.
During the next phase of the
experiment, the otolith will
be taken to the University of
Windsor to use their inductively
coupled mass spectrometer—a
high-powered laser system.
"The machine uses a very
small laser beam that burns a
track in the otolith," Hayden
said. "The stuff that is removed
from the otolith gets sucked into
the mass spectrometer."
The spectrometer will then
give the researchers an estimate of the chemical composition at particular points on the
otolith.
The otolith is just like a tree
ring, Miner said, if you want to
know the situation of the tree
when it was two years old, you
look at that spot on the trunk.
"For ihese fish, we take the
same spot at the two-year mark
on the otolith and hit it with
a laser to tell us the chemical environment it was in at
that particular time in its life,"
Miner said.
While this study will help
answer questions about spawning and migratory habits, Miner
said, thereare lotsof other questions that need to be asked and
will hopefully be answered in
this three-year project.
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The calendar of cvems is lakm from

9 a.m.
Art Gallery Exhibit
"Architecture: Design Studios^ Selected
Works"
Union
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Peter Gourfain Exhibition
Gourtain's stylized black and white
woodcut and linoleum prints portray the
human condition and make vivid comments on social justice in America. His
works have been exhibited in solo shows
at the Brooklyn and Elvehem Museums,
and in exhibitions at the Guggenheim
Museum, Museum ot Modern Art and
the Jewish Museum in New York, among
others. This exhibition is free and open
to the public, and is made possible with
support from the Ohio Aits Council.
For more
information contact
Jacqueline S. Nathan, gallery director.
inathan@bgsu.edu
Willaid Wankelman Gallery
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Love Auction Ticket Sales. Sponsored
by Delta Sigma Theta
Union Lobby

^fll^^fll^B^^^^^ ^^B ^fr

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Homecoming Events Promotion.
Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma
Union Lobby

Noon-1:15 p.m.
College of Arts & Sciences Forum Lecture
and Lunch
GeorgeJ. Agich.directoiof BGeXpenence
will present. Values. Why They Matter.'
This lecture will discuss Ihe development of applied ethics and the increasing public interest in values in society
A $7.95 (plus lax! beef lasagna with
tossed garden salad, garlic bead and
beverage will be served at noon Lunch
is payable by cash, check, or BGSU BIG
charge card which must be presented
at lime of payment Those wishing to
come at 12:30 p.m. for the FREE lecture
are welcome including students, groups
and classes.
for more information contact: Mary Hilt.
372-2340. mjhitt@bgsti.edu
WWOIxamp

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Hug-0-Gram, fund-raiser sponsored
by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
John Heffron Ticket Sales, sponsored
byUAO
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Who's Your Crush?, sponsored by
Sigma Lambda Beta
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dodgeball Info Table, sponsored by the
American Marketing Association
Union Lobby

7 p.m.
Plagiarism Panel Discussion
College of Arts S Sciences and
BGeXpenence presents: "What's Yours
is Mine: Plagiarism in Ihe Information
Society - A Panel Discussion'

11 a.m. -4 p.m.
NAACP Membership Promotion
Union Lobby

111 Oiscamp
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Bowen-Thomapson Student Union
Wednesday Oct. 12:
10am - 3pm
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Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $47000
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'rent is the some price for furnished, partially furnished or unfurnished

Recruitment Weekend
Jan. 20-22

Contact Person
KDcdcAndrcaMkappadella.org
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\V*the Student Health Service
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AT THIS TIME ONLY HIGH RISK

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
People at high risk for influenza include asthmatics,
diabetics, immunosuppressed, and over 65.

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 24
Injections given: Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur, 8 am-7 pm
Friday 9:20 am - 4 pm
COST: S15
Payable ONLY by cash, check, credit card, or bursar

MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT ID
Phone: (419) 372-2271 to make an APPOINTMENTfor your flu shot.
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"We are overwhelmed by the support we
are getting both within the country and
outside the country and are thankful to
those who have made our task easier."
Pakistan Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz, post-earthquake
tAoauulPnss)

STAFF EDITORIAL

OPINION

No checks on academic honesty
A plagiarism accusation can
put a BGSU student in a rough
spot, according to today's Know
Your Rights story. We at the BG
News see flaws in the current
procedures dealing with students
accused of plagiarism.
The academic honesty committee decides whogets an appeal. But
chances are. an accused student
would never make it to the committee stage for an appeal. Last
year, the committee only granted
five hearings out of 21 applications from accused students.

YOU DECIDE
How can the University ensure
fairness in judging plagiarism
appeals? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.

Students have the burden of
proof. Forget what you learned
in political science about the
American judicial system: "innocent until proven guilty" does

not apply, and there is no jury accused. Clearly, there is no
of your peers. Arid since there is separation of powers in the prono legal right to higher educa- cedure for accused cheaters.
The policy should have a clear
tion, accused students shouldn't
plan of action for punishing a
bother calling a lawyer.
The biggest problem with student who is found guilty of
the existing cheating policy plagiarizing. This way, students
is that instructors have too know what to expect and it may
much power. It is outrageous be more of a deterrent from viothat the instructor decides lating the policy. Consistency is
key in issuing punishments.
the punishment.
When students face such seriHaving the instructor decide
the punishment would be like ous punishments for cheating
the grieving parents of a murder — like a lower grade, forced withvictim deciding the fate of the draw fail grade, or even being

kicked out of college — they
should be given more opportunities to defend themselves.
But until the policy is reconsidered, students should protect themselves against accusations. Since appeals are unlikely,
students need to avoid being
accused in the first place.
Ask your professor early for
specific instructions to cite your
sources. Should you cite in APA,
MLA or Turabian style?
Over-cite your sources. Even
if you cited incorrectly, you

have a better chance of getting
an appeals hearing if you are
accused later.
Keep copies of everything you
turn in, and save copies of emails from the instructor. You
might need to show these to the
committee later.
Be patient, but persistent with
the instructor who accuses you
of plagiarism. If you can talk
it out with the instructor early,
you won't have to worry about
an appeal at all because the
instructor can drop charges.

Feminism not simply 'girl's stuff' ppnpi p lima Company's
RAMSEY
TESDELL

U-Wire(A>lumnist
Iowa Stale Daily
Amu Stale University
In a recent class, our professor asked us who considered
themselves a feminist.
Very few men, if any, raised
their hands. As a matter of fact,
very few people in general raised
their hands - men or women.
Feminism is mosdy known
by the public as women burning bras or attempting a coup to
seize power from men.
Feminism is the movement by
women who hate men and want
to castrate them, right? Isn't that
what feminism is about?
Not only are there misconceptions, but many people
think gender inequality has
disappeared. After women's suffrage succeeded, many people
thought that since women had
won the right to vote that equality had finally been achieved.
Man, were we wrong.
At Iowa State, barely 45 percent of the student population

are women. Men have had a
strong hold on the engineering
college since engineering has
been historically a major
for men.
Attitudes starting in high
school help prepare women
for oilier disciplines such as
education or home economics,
rather 11 i.u i engineering or other
"manly" fields.
Seems strange. If you look at
the real reasons, you won't find it
strange at all.
A recent New York Times
article argued that while many
women are attending Ivy League
schools, they are destined to be
raising children in the home.
Attitudes like that are what are
helping keep women down in
our society.
Feminism works to combat
such attitudes. It is a social, political and economic theory that
furthers women's rights.
It asks relevant questions such
as why do women, while being
51 percent of the world's population, eam only 10 percent of the
world's income and own only 1
percent of the world's wealth?
So men, why should you be a
feminist? Maybe we should be
feminists because for every $1
we make, women make 76 cents.

Surprisingly enough, one the
most famous critics of feminism
is Ann Coulter, a woman.
She argued that women are
too emotional and shouldn't be
allowed to vote. She thinks voting is a rational thought process,
and women are too emotional to
make rational decisions.
Coulter argues her point poorly. Women make niiun.il decisions every day, and she made
a rational decision to publish
outrageous comments like the
one mentioned above.
Some like to argue that feminism is for sissies.
Women are a large part of
that criticism, and some argue
that men and women were not
created equally. Society proves
that by having men in charge of
leadership in die family.
We clearly aren't bom die
same, but we should be given
equal opportunities.
Men, you owe to the women
in your life, not just your girlfriend, or friends, but to the
women everywhere, a closer
look into feminism.
Feminism doesn't mean you
are a wimp or that you're weak:
feminism means that you're giving everyone, no matter what
gender, an equal shot.

Democrats could use new angle
ALEX
DUNCAN

U-Wre Columnist
Oklahoma Daily
University ofOklaliotna
Republicans have a stranglehold on American
politics, controlling the
White House and Congress.
But the house that Karl
Rove built is faltering in lieu
of several corruption scandals
involving key architects of the
conservative revolution.
Perhaps most important
among these is former I louse
Majority leader Tom Delay, who
was recently indicted in a Texas
money-laundering probe.
This development follows the
indictment of the White House's
top procurement official and an
investigation into insider trading
by Bill Frist.
Meanwhile, the federal government's botched response to
hurricane Katrina provoked a
severe public backlash against
President Bush, whose approval ratings reached new lows
in September.

The tragedy forced FEMA
Director Michael Brown to
resign and exposed the cronyism rampant in the Bush
administration, where political
appointees are all too often
chosen for party loyalty and not
expertise.
This growing political crisis
affords Democrats an opportunity to redefine themselves and
right the ship.
Republicans have a coherent
message: smaller government,
lower taxes and family values
are good. They repeat this trite
mantra, almost unaltered, to
every audience on the campaign
trail. And it works.
Democrats need a similar
message that can transcend
divisive issues, like abortion and
gay rights, and bring people
together. Given the current climate, political reform could be
the crux of tiiis new agenda
The government has become
an extension of corporate
America. As a result, the common good rarely enters into the
Inn 11 uk II ii ii i of public policy.
The GOP has traditionally
been pro-business, and that
trend is likely to persist.
But money should play no
role in the democratic process.

BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

If we change the way we
finance elections, we can put
an end to what is, essentially,
institutionalized bribery.
It's a big idea, one that
promises to unite members of
both parties, appeal to independents, and reach out to
disenfranchised voters.
Of the two major political
parties, the Democratic Party
would benefit most from campaign finance reform. Important
progressive ideals like quality
public education, environmental
conservation and social justice
would all meet less resistance in a
system where money was taken
out of the equation.
Fixing the broken system of
political appointees could be part
of the reform agenda as well.
This administration is particularly fond of selecting partisan
hacks to fill government posts.
The Democrats could pledge
to incorporate common sense
into the selection process and to
appoint people based on merit
With some political courage, the
Democrats could capitalize on the
conservatives' growing political crisis and find a platform that unites,
inspires and cleans up the corruption and cronyism that has plagued
Washington for far too lung.
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ONTHE STREET
What should the
consequences of
plagiarism be at the
University?

■

BRIDGET DIX0N
SOPHOMORE, CHILD
FAMILY SERVICES

"They should get a
warning and an Ffor
the assignment.'

HANNAH GEYER
SOPHOMORE, SOCIAL

WORK
"The first strike, you
should get a warning.
The second strike,
you fail the class.
The third, you
get expelled."

EMMALIE EDDANS
SOPHOMORE, APPUED
HEALTH SCIENCE

"The first time, they
should get a warning.
After that, a
harsher penalty."

MM

MIKE DEFRANK
SOPHOMORE, TOURISM
. ADMINISTRATION

"If you get caught, you
have to handwrite the
entire dictionary."

return a triumph
Fall break was not just
a much-needed return
home to the Columbus
area for me.
On Friday morning, die Lima
i HI 11| MI i\ of the 3rd Battalion,
25th Marines — or just "Lima
Company" as they are usually
called, finally returned home
from Iraq.
But tiicy are not just "Lima
Company." We think of them
as our brothers, sisters, sons,
daughters and friends.
As I drove past the Walgreen's
in my town on Saturday die marquis said, "Welcome Home Lima
Company!" and the Columbus
radio station, 97.9 WNC1 even
had an announcement welcoming them home. The Columbus
Dispatch dedicated several days
of issues to the Marines.
Sometimes when people are
so normal, the way the Marines
of Lima Company are, it makes
their accomplishments in the
arena of war so much greater.
Next time you casually
walk to class, bleary eyed and
thinking about nothing, consider that over half of Lima
Company is made up of college students — who put their
lives on hold and on the line to
serve their country.
Or, consider what it would
be like to leave an established
career, as so many of lima
Company's members decided
to do.
At least five members are
police officers, five are mechanics, two are grade-school teachers, one owns a construction
business, one is a real-estate
agent and one mns a farm.
In his book, Making the
Corps, Thomas F,. Ricks says
that "the group is supreme"
and that one of the first things
a new Marine recruit leams
is to remove "I" from their
vocabulary.
The 160 members of Lima
Company were listening during
that lesson in boot camp.
The touching stories that
come home with our troops
from their trips overseas are
in abundance; but when they
come home to your city, they
seem to hit home a little more.
Lima Company tragically lost
16 of its members, and 37 of
them were wounded.
But consider the circumstances: they were patrolling the
area right near the Syrian border,
and remembering that lesson
from boot camp, many of them
sacrificed themselves to rescue
their buddies.
Take one story from the
Dispatch article, that of Corporal
Scott Bunker.

DANIELLE
11 WINTERS
Opinion Columnist
He has actually been home
for the past few months, having
been injured in an attack where
he was not only hit by three bullets, but shrapnel that ultimately
cost him his eye.
Bunker entered a house with
other Marines in the company,
knowing there were suH enemy
combatants hiding in the building — but he forged ahead, to
recover the body of anodier
Marine. The only part of the
event he remembers clearly is
the fellow Marine that saved him
— Lance Corporal Nicholas Erdy.
Hrdy was killed three days
later, and the part that hurts
Bunker the most is not his injuries, or even the fear of being
killed, but the sadness that
comes with losing a friend.
My own personal experience
with Lima Company came this
past summer, as 1 was driving
with my mom through town.
One entire side of the road was
blocked off for funeral parking,
and the traffic was enormous. I
thought, "someone important
must have died to warrant the
town shutting down like this."
It was a dreary day for the
summertime, and I began to get
impatient as we waited in traffic.
As we passed a police officer
directing traffic, I said to him
impatiently - an attitude I still
regret almost every day, "Who
died to have the town shut down
like this?" and his answer made
me choke up with tears.
"A boy from the high school
was killed in Iraq."
I have a poster in my room
of a sailor returning home and
kissing his girl. There were a
lot of similar pictures during
Lima Company's homecoming
celebration on I i nl.iv
Parents anxiously awaited a
glimpse of the face that had only
been a voice on the other end of
the phone for too long a time.
Forty volunteers decorated
a road in Columbus - now the
Avenue of Flags, with 89 flags
affixed with black ribbons to
pay homage to the lost from
Ohio. In addition to those
flags, there were 250 flags with
yellow ribbons.
This homecoming of Lima
Company, like many others
of wars past, brings tears and
joy. We honor and remember
them all.
Send comments to Danielle at
dunnter@bgsu.edu
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UN. WARNS OF DISEASE IN ASIA QUAKE ZONE
GENEVA (AP) — Diseases such as cholera and
diarrhea could spread quickly among victims of Asia's
devastating earthquake, the United Nations warned
yesterday. The quake damaged sanitation systems in
the region, destroyed hospitals and left many victims
with no access to drinking water.

www.bgnews.com/world

WORLD

Suffering in wake of quake continues
Bad weather keeps
relief from reaching
hungry Pakistanis
By SadaqatIan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MUZAFFARABAD, Pakistan —
Heavy rain and hail forced ihe
cancellation of some relief flights
to earthquake-stricken regions
yesterday and survivors scuffled
over the badly needed food —
the first large-scale aid to make
it overland to this devastated city.
Officials estimated that the death
toll would surpass 35,000.
In the latest of a series of
remarkable rescues, emergency
workers in the northern town
of Balakot pulled a teenage boy
from the rubble. 78 hours after
Saturday's quake.
"He's alive!" rescuers shouted as
people gave the food and water
to the boy and kissed him on
the head.
TWo survivors, a 55-year-old
woman and her 75-year-old mother, also were pulled from the nibble
of a 10-story apartment building
in Islamabad, 80 hours after they
were buried, 'they did not appear
to have suffered serious injuries.
A French search team on
Monday rescued at least five children buried in a collapsed school
in the northern town of Balakot,
said Eric Supara. an official at the
French Embassy in Islamabad,
Bob McKerrow, coordinator of
relief efforts for the International
Federation of the Red Cross,
told CNN that "you can still
keep some hope" for survivors
trapped for five to seven days,
although he cautioned that the
cold and wet weather would also
become a factor.

rhea, as the water and sanitation
system is heavily damaged.
Measles could potentially
become a serious problem," said
ladela Chart), spokeswoman lor
the World Health Organization.
Measles is endemic in rhe region
and just 60 percent of the children, for whom the disease is often
deadly, are protected. At least 90
percent coverage is needed to prevent iin epidemic. rheVVUOsaid.
About 10 Ducks brought by
Pakistani charities and volunteers 011111)1111 into Muzaffarabad,
where efforts Iry relief workers to
distribute aid turned chaotic as
residents scrambled for handouts
of cooking oil, sugar, rice, blankets
and tents.
It was the first major influx of
aid since the monster 7.6-magnitude quake struck, destroying
most homes and all government
buildings in the city, and leaving its
HXMXX) people without power or
want Most have s|H'iil three cold
nights without shelter.
Two or three police looked on
helplessly as more than 2tX) \xi>pie raided a stock of food arranged
hv relief workers at a soccer field
near Mu/iilTambad's center. One
man made off with a big sack of
Manish Swamp AP Photo
DEVASTATED: A boy cries as he receives medical treatment at Kamal Kot village, north of Uri. India yesterday. The death toll from Saturday's quake sugar, another left on a motorized rickshaw with a big crate of
had reached 1,300 in Indian Kashmir. Another 4,500 were injured and 32,000 houses were damaged, 15,000 of them beyond repair.
hoitlcd waler.
"Relief activity has started on
The U.N. World Food Program
Thousands of civilian volun- claimed more than 66,000 lives.
Earlier in the day, U.S. military helicopters, diverted from teers, some carrying picks and India and Pakistan have fought said the first deliveries of food a massive level." said Deputy
for 240,000 people will reach City Commissioner Masood-ur
neighboring
Afghanistan, shovels on the shoulders, walked two wars over Kashmir.
That official toll remained at victims late yesterday. Simon Rehman, I le said two army brihelped ferry wounded from the north toward quake-hit towns.
The worst-hit region was around 20,000 people, but a senior I'luess, a spokesman for the gades would start clearing roads
wrecked city of Muzaffarabad,
the capital of Pakistani-ruled Kashmir, a divided Himalayan army official close to the rescue agency, said the WFP was pre- and debris in the citv.
With winter just six weeks
Kashmir. International rescue territory of about 10 million peo- operations said government offi- pared to feed 1 million people
away, the United Nations said
teams joined the search for find- ple claimed by both India and cials wen estimating drat between for a month.
U.N. officials also warned of a 2.5 million people in the worsting survivors. Teams of Britons, Pakistan. Islamic rebels opposed 35,000 and 40,000 died. The official
Germans and Turks used high- to Indian rule of its part of the asked not to be identified because possible measles epidemic and hit areas near the mountaintech cameras to scan under piles largely Muslim region have fought, he wasn't authorized to disclose the spread of waterborne dis- ous Pakistan-India border
eases such as cholera and diar- need shelter.
a 15-year insurgency that has the estimate to journalists.
of concrete, steel and wood.

Progress stalled by bombs
Iraqi insurgents kill
more than 40, attacks
to disrupt referendum
By Sinan Salalieddm
rHI ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Insurgents
determined to wreck Iraq's constitutional referendum killed
more than 40 people and wounded dozens in a series of attacks
yesterday, including a suicide car
bomb that ripped apart a crowded market in a town near the
Syrian border, police said.
U.S. and Iraqi officials have
repeatedly warned that the insurgents would step up their attacks
to undermine Saturdays referendum, a crucial step in Iraq's
democraUc transition.
Asuicide car bomb exploded at
about 11 a.m. in a crowded open
market in the northwestern town
of Tal Afar, killing 30 Iraqis and
wounding 45, said Brig Najim
Abdullah, Tal Afar's police chief.
U.S and Iraqi forces routed insur-

gents in a major offensive there
last month.
He said all the victims appeared
to be civilians since no Iraqi or
U.S. forces were in the center of
Tal Afar, which is 260 miles northwest of Baghdad.
Insurgents also used two suicide car bombs, three roadside
bombs and four drive-by shootings in the capital on Tuesday to
kill a total of 14 Iraqis; 29 were
wounded, police said.
The worst attack involved a
suicide car bond) that exploded about noon at an Iraqi army
checkpoint in a busy area of
western Baghdad, killing eight
Iraqi soldiers and one civilian
and wounding 12 soldiers, said
police Capt. Qassim Hussein.
The violence came four days
ahead of Iraq's key vote on the
draft constitution, which Kurds
and the majority Shiites largely support and the Sunni Arab
minority rejects. Sunnis are campaigning to defeat the charter at
the polls, although officials from

all sides have been trying up
to the last minute to decide on
changes to the constitution to
swing Sunni support.
Many Sunnis fear the document would create nearly autonomous Kurdish and Shiite ministates in the north and south,
where Iraq's oil wealth is located,
and leave most Sunnis isolated in
central and western Iraq under
a weak central government in
Baghdad. Whether the constitution passes or fails, Iraq is due to
hold elections for a new parliament on Dec. 15.
Militants are demanding that
Iraqis boycott the referendum
and have killed at least 384 people in the last 16 days in a series
of attacks.
"I expect violence because
Uiere's a group of terrorists and
killers who want to stop the
advance of democracy in Iraq,"
President Bush said yesterday in
an interview with NBC's "Today"
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FOOTBALL RAMS HEAD COACH MIKE MARTZ OUT INDEFINITELY. PAGE 7

BG SPORTS

WEDNESDAY

FOOTBALL
Saturday

October 12,
2005

1:30 p.m. al Buffalo

VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday
7 p.m. against IPFW

Friday

www.bgnews.com/sports

7 p.m. against Central Mich.

Saturday

80WLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

7 p.m. against Batten] Mich.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday
3 p.m. against Kent State

Sunday

FOOTBALL

I p.m. against Buffalo

MEN'S SOCCER
Friday
7 p.m. at Buffalo

Saturday

3:30 p.m. at Akron

HOCKEY
Friday
7 p.m. against Merimack

Saturday
7 p.m. against Boston College

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday
10 a.m. Falcon Invitational

FOOTBALL

Murphy's
Law rules
over Falcons'
play Saturday
Game play marked
by several odd and
wacky sequences
By Sean Corp
SPORTS EDITOR

Perhaps it was the cold weather
finally blowing into Bowling
Green, or maybe there was
somethingin the water Saturday
night.
Whatever it was, one thing
was for certain — the Falcons'
victory Saturday was bizarre.
It seemed that the entire night
was dictated by Murphy's law
— anything that can go wrong
will go wrong.
When the Falcons fumbled
the openingkickoff trying to run
a trick reverse play it was a sign
that something was amiss.
Evenmorebizarrewasthatthe
Bobcats came up empty handed
on the ensuing drive when they
were unable to punch it in from
the four yard line and then blew
the field goal attempt.
And then there was the score
at halftime — Falcons zero
Bobcats zero.
Weird.
Nothing quite happened the
way it should have, or at the very
least the way you would expect
it. Especially on special teams.
Falcons coach Gregg Brandon
deemed the special teams an
"adventure."
One can assume that it wasn't
a fun, Indiana (ones type of
adventure. Probably more like
the adventure of trying to find
your car keys when you already
know you're going to be late for
work.
During every punt and kickoff
you would sit back and think to
yourself. "Okay, what is going to
happen next."
But just to pick on the special
teams would be inaccurate of
just how weird the game was.
To really get a sense of the
oddity of the evening you just
have to check out Omar lacobs
first touchdown of the evening.
Going into the night lacobs
was one touchdown pass beh ind
Brian McClure (63) for the school
record.
Jacobs, zipped a ball into
Charles Sharon. Sharon zigged
and zagged for extra yards, but
was corralled two yards shy of
the end zone. Sharon, however,
tried to fight his way through the
defense and promptly coughed
up the football.
An alert Steve Sanders quickly
pounced on the ball in the end
zone.
Touchdown.
Not only that, but a touchdown pass.
It seems, under NCAA rules
lacobs is credited with a 16 yard
touchdown pass, Sharon credited with a 16 yard reception,
even though he fumbled after 14
yards. And Steve Sanders doesn't
get credit for a reception, but
he gets credit for a touchdown
WEIRD, PAGE 7

BG earns ugly
win over Ohio
"It was the defense's night,"
coach Gregg Brandon said.
The Falcons defense conWhen you win despite some setbacks it
is often said that you dodge a bullet. Well, stantly bailed the team out
the Falcons dodged enough bullets in their of tough jams, including
38-14 victory over Ohio Saturday to fill the on the opening possession
when the Falcons' Anthony
arsenal of Tony "Scarface" Montana.
The win puts the Falcons (3-2, 2-0 in the Turner fumbled the kickoff
while he had his back turned
MAC) in first place in the MAC East.
In a game that featured a lot of miscues, in an attempt to hand the
mostly by the Falcons' special teams, the ball off. The Bobcats
team was able to rely on two aspects of their recovered and had
game — the defense and the running game. the ball on the
That is not to say that the Falcons pass- four yard line.
The defense,
ing game was sputtering, or that they didn't
however,
jj
contribute to BG's victory.
Quarterback Omar lacobs threw for 381 clamped
yards and two touchdowns, but there was a down and
strong wind that seemed to carry a lot of his held Ohio
out of the
throws past receivers.
Senior wide receiver Charles Sharon had end zone and
their field goal attempt hit the
10 receptions and a career high 185 yards.
left post.
More important than the pass"When that kicker missed
ing attack, however, was the
"When
the field goal all that hard work
Falcons finally getting a semblance of a running game behind
that kicker paid off," said defensive end
Parks. "We stopped
backs R|. Pope and B.I. Lane.
missed the Devon
'em cold."
Lane led the team with 103
Parks was extremely
yards on the ground and a 5.5 field goal all
active all game, amassing
yard per carry average.
that
hard
eight tackles and causing
Pope showed some quickness
work paid havoc for Ohio's offense.
and a speed burst that had been
"The defense took a
absent throughout the year as he
off... we
stand because we knew
has dealt with nagging ankle in juries. Unfortunately for him and stopped 'em in weeks past we weren't
getting it done," he said.
the team, he re-aggravated his
cold."
The Bobcats had good
ankle injury during the game.
"I feel really bad for that kid," DEVON PARKS. JUNIOR field position throughout
the game, but the Falcons
said Brandon of his starting runrarely gave up any ground.
ning back. "He's struggling to get
"We strangled 'em," Brandon said.
healthy."
The defense only had one key misBut Lane stepped up when his team
take all game, giving up a 51 yard pass
needed him.
"We put emphasis on it in practice, to to Justin Fitzgerald that led to an Ohio
run the ball, to control the clock better. We touchdown. The Bobcats only other
transferred it for game time from practice score occurred on a block punt that wa.s
run into the end zone by linebacker
and it worked out for us," said Lane.
Lane credited the increased production Jordan Meyers.
"I really thought we played a good,
with steadiness along the offensive line.
"They make the holes and it's up to me to sound, defensive football game. We
do my part," said Lane. "The offensive line were in the right gaps, we controlled
the line of scrimmage," said Brandon.
went out aggressive and set the tone early."
Mike Thaler, a team captain
Brandon also praised the work of the
and vocal leader of the defense
offensive line.
"It was nice to see that offensive line take thought their success came from
control of the football game in the fourth playing with enthusiasm and
quarter. We were able to run the ball and setting a tone early.
"From the first drive,
eventually put it away," he said.
But ultimately the Falcons won because
FOOTBALL. PAGE 8
of their defense.
By Sean Corp
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Falcon defense declaws Bobcats
Sloppy offensive play
leaves room for the
defense to shine

Stats show
women's
newly
found focus

By Ryan AutuKo

By lason A Dixon

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

HEPOHTER

Midway through the fourth
quarter Saturday at Doyt L. Perry
Stadium, BGSU cornerback
Jelani lordan dropped a ball
thrown directly to him.
The following play served as a
bit of redemption for Jordan and
as a microcosm for the Falcon
defense.
After his uncharacteristic
drop, Jordan picked off a pass
— his second of the game —
from Ohio's Austen Everson and
returned it 26 yards.
Jordan received a second
chance. And after an unpleasant
start to the season, the Falcon
defense is also earning new life.
The defensive unit showed up
strong for the second straight
week, allowing just 239 yards
— 68 rushing — in a 38-14 route
of the Bobcats.
OU was comingoff the heels of
a 518-yard performance against
Kent State on Sept. 24 — a game

BG. which improved to 32 overall and 2-0 in the MidAmerican Conference, faced

Throughout their first four
conference games die Bowling
Green volleyball team has
resembled a Mid-American
mystery, dropping dircc winnahle matches — two of which
were at home — while ending
a 24-match losing streak to Ball
Stale, on the road of all places.
All went well for the lalcons
last weekend, however, temporarily solving the mystery by
going on llie road and defeating Akron 3-1 on Saturday
and manhandling Buffalo in a
sweep the following night to
improve their record to 3-3 in
the MAC and 9-8 overall.
Seniors Ashlei Nofzinger
and Emily Manser lead BG,
accumulating 33 and 29 kills in
the wins, respectively. Chrissy
Gotfake recorded her 1,000th
dig against Akron and finished

DEFENSE, PAGF 7
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lulu Oi Franco BGNwis

THE WALL: Pete Winovich celebrates after stuffing the Ohio Bobcats running attack. The Falcons gave up
only 36 yards to the Bobcats' two best running backs a week after they had gained over 300 yards.

in which the Bobcats amassed
373 yards on the ground.
"I think we just came out fired
up," said defensive tackle Mike
Thaler, who recorded the team's

lone sack. "Right from that first
drive we let them know, 'you
guys aren't going to run the ball
on us tonight.' We played the
whole game widi that attitude."
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Coach's illness prompts indefinite leave

• Tom fiinnam AP Photo

OUT FOR THE SEASON: St. Louis Rams interim head coach Joe Vitt, left, speaks to the media as team
president John Shaw listens.

Rams' assistant head
coach Joe Vitt will take
over for Mike Martz
By JIM SALTER
THt »SSOCIME0 PRESS

ST. LOUIS — Mike Martz has
been ailing for weeks, feeling
well enough to lead the St. Louis
Rams from the sideline but not
well enough to live up to his own
expectations.
On Monday, Martz decided
he'd had enough.

The 54-year-old coach
announced he's taking an indefinite leave of absence, hoping to
recover from an apparent heart
infection that an initial round of
antibiotics couldn't cure.
Martz was told by a specialist
on Monday that his condition,
which kept him out of two practices last week, had worsened.
While an exact diagnosis hasn't
been made public, Martz had
been tested for endocarditis, a
bacterial infection of the lining
of the heart or a heart valve.

Rams president John Shaw
said Monday that Martz will
be hospitalized four to 12 days
but would not speculate on the
length of his absence. Shaw said
he wasn't told the specific name
of the illness, but was led to
believe that Martz's heart valve
had weakened since his tests last
week.
"I think he was concerned he
was letting down a lot of people,
but also had concern about the
gravity of the situation," Shaw
said.

The antibiotics that Martz
began taking Friday didn't
seem to help, Shaw said, but he
didn't know if any additional
procedures would be necessary.
Severe cases of endocarditis can
require open-heart surgery.
Assistant head coach )oe Vitt
will take over as coach. Martz
told his players during a brief but
emotional team meeting that he
would step aside, Vitt said.
"The team is his concern," Vitt
said, "His health is our No. I
concern."
Martz spoke with a raspy
voice after Sunday's 37-31 loss
to the Seattle Seahawks, but
sounded optimistic about his
health. Still, he said that in retrospect, he should have allowed
offensive coordinator Steve
Fairchild to run the show.
"I wasn't myself this week, the
game plan wasn't clear for me,"
Martz said. "It's over with now,
but 1 just feel what happened to
me has affected this team, and
that breaks my heart."
Martz was first hospitalized
Sept. 30 with what was thought
to be a sinus infection. He
coached two days later during
a 44-24 loss to the New York
Giants.
Seahawks coach Mike
Holmgren, a friend of Martz's,
advised the Rams coach to be
careful with his health.
"Really, what I told Mike was
— and 1 put myself in the same
category—you get so caught up
in this that it. at times, appears

to become more than life and
death," Holmgren said. "And it's
not. It really isn't.
"So, with the health problem
like he seems to have, he's got
to take care of it. He's got to
take care of himself, his family.
He's got to think of way more
things than football, of winning
a football game. But it's hard for
us. It's hard for all of us to back
away on something like that."
Endocarditis affects 10,000
to 20.000 Americans each year
and in some cases can require
open-heart surgery, according
to Or. Arthur LabovitZ, director
of cardiology at the Saint Louis
University School of Medicine.
Martz did the right thing by
stepping down. Uihovitz said.
"It's a very serious condition,"
Labovitz said. "There can he
some serious complications
that are probably influenced byhow you take care of yourself
once a diagnosis is made."
Vitt, 51, was hired as assistant
head coach and linebackers
coach before the 2004 season
after four years in Kansas City.
Martz and Vitt worked together on the Los Angeles Rams'
staff from 1992-94, when Vitt
was defensive backs coach and
assistant head coach under
Chuck Knox.
Now in his sixth season with
the Rams, Martz is 56-36including the postseason. The Rams
have missed the playoffs just
once in his tenure (20021 and
reached the Super Bowl after

Cleveland Browns plagued by injuries to key players
Suggs and Edwards
suffer setbacks due to
nagging injuries

back for the unlucky Suggs, who
challenged tobeCleveland'sNo.
1 back during training camp
before spraining his ankle.
On Monday, Suggs, who was
on the field for only three plays
but didn't touch the ball during
the Browns' 20-10 comeback
victory, had two screws surgically inserted into his thumb at
the Cleveland Clinic.
During his weekly news conference Monday. Browns coach
Romeo Crennel said, "Lee's
OK," when asked about Suggs'
condition.
Meanwhile, the Browns said
rookie wide receiver Braylon
Edwards will remain at the
Clinic for at least another day

By Tom Withers
IHf ASSOCIMED PRESS

BEREA, Ohio — Already down
a wide receiver indefinitely, the
Cleveland Browns will be without one of their running backs
for a month or more.
Lee Suggs, a breakaway
back whose brief NFL career
has been slowed by assorted
injuries, broke his right thumb
during Sunday's win over the
Chicago Bears and will be out
at least four weeks.
The injury is the latest set-

following surgery to remove an
unknown infection near his
right elbow.
Edwardscontinues to receive
antibiotics for the infection,
which has yet to be identified
by doctors, the Browns said.
The first-round pick has been
hospitalized since Saturday,
when he had an operation to
clean out the infection that
caused his arm to swell significantly.
Edwards will likely miss
Sunday's game at Baltimore
and could miss several more
weeks, depending on the severity of the infection.
In 2003. Browns linebacker
Ben Taylor was hospitalized

Coach credits seniors' skill
DEFENSE,FROM PAGE 6

adversity on the very first play
from scrimmage.
Backup quanerback Anthony
Turner tumbled the opening
kickoff and Ohio's Jordan Meyers
scooped up the loose ball, setting up the Bobcats at BG's 4yard line. OU, however, could not
score a touchdown and Brooks
Rossman's field goal anempt
bounced off the left upright.
"When that kicker missed
the field goal, it was like all the
hard work paid off because we
stopped them cold," said defensive end Devon Parks, who was
named MAC Defensive Player of
the Week. "Truthfully, they should
have gonen at least three points
out of it."
Truth told, the Falcons only
gave up one defensive touchdown as OU's other score was
the result of a blocked punt. The
Bobcats (2-3, 1-1) were a dreadful 2-of-13 (15 percent) on third
down. When AC/DCs "Hells
Bells" bellowed through the loud

speakers on third down, it was
understood dial a punt by OU
was imminent.
T think die defense just took
a stand," said Parks, who had 10
tackles and was constantly in
OU's backfield. "In weeks past we
just weren't getting it done, but
this week we made an emphasis to just get the offense in the
game."
BG was unable to stop the run
and was plagued by big plays in
the first month of the season.
Wisconsin's Brian Calhoun ran
for 258 yards in the seasonopener. In the Falcons' other loss,
Boise State ran a total of 90 plays.
After three games, BG's defense
was one of the worst in the country. That all changed during die
Falcons' 70-7 drubbing ofTemple
on Oct. 1. And BG apparently
extended that momentum into
Saturday's win.
"They've been getting a lot
of flack because of our rushing
defense and giving up a lot of
points," BG coach Gregg Brandon
said of the Falcon defense. "But

for a career-high 186 yards and
two touchdowns at Cincinnati,
a stunning performance that
gave the Browns high hopes
Suggs could become their feature back.
I lowever, a neck injury sidelined Suggs for the first three
weeks of 2004, and he missed
three more games later that
season with an injured toe.
Suggs was locked in a
three-way fight with Reuben
Droughns and William Green
to be Cleveland's starter this
summer when he rolled his
ankle during a practice and
missed the Browns' first two
games this season. Droughns
has since taken oxer the job.

for a week with a staph infection that developed in a tiny
scratch on his arm. Taylor lost
10 pounds while he was sick,
lost his starting job and spent
the rest of the season on special
teams.
Taylor said he can relate to
Edwards' predicament, and
dismissed early reports that
Edwards was suffering from an
infected hair.
"Believe me." he said. "It's
a lot more serious than what
they made it out to be."
Suggs missed his first nine
games as a rookie with a
shoulder injury he sustained
at Virginia Tech. In his final
game of 2003, Suggs rushed

the 2001 season, losing 20-17 to
New England.
Martz joined the Rams as
offensive coordinator in 1999,
and his high-powered offense
led st Lotlia to its first Super
Bowl title that season. He
became head coach following
Dick Vermeil's retirement after
that championship run.
NIL coaches are notorious
for their long hours, and Martz
is no exception, sometimes
sleeping at the office. And heart
problems have affected relatively young coaches before in
the high-stress atmosphere of
iheNI I .
Dan Reeves had a heart procedure while coaching Denver
in his mld-40s. Ouringthe 1998
season, he underwent quadruple bypass season at age 54 but
returned to the sidelines less
than four weeks later to coach
the Atlanta Falcons to the Super
Bowl.
Dallas' Bill Parcells has had
several hearr procedures and
cited health problems when he
quit the New York Giants after
winning his second Super Bowl
with them at age 49 in 1991. He
has since coached New England
and t he New York lets, as well as
the Cowboys.
In 1988, Chicago coach Mike
Ditka suffered a heart attack at
the age of 49 and missed just
one game. Two weeks later, in
Washington, he was supposed
to be just an i ibscrver, but ended
up coaching the game.

Game drama
amounts to
weird win
WEIRD, FROM PAGE 6
reception.
Wacky, wacky stuff.
Certainly it won't be one of
luinbs cherished memories of
his time at Bowling Green, but
he promptly broke the record in
a more traditional. Omar-csque
M ay when he threw a beautiful \ i
yard touchdown pass to Sharon
in the third quartet
Whether you want tocallall the
peculiar plays in the game dtxlgIng a bullet, or shooting yourself
in the foot or just plain getting
lucky one thing is for certain. It
was weird.

FLAG FOOTBALL

the last time I checked Wisconsin
was still rushing the ball and
Boise was still rushing the ball.
"We're tacking and flying
around and playing with a lot of
passion," he continued. "As long
as we can keep doing that, we
can win football games."
Brandon attributes much of
the rejuvenation of the defense
to seniors lordan, Thaler, Teddy
Piepkow and Terrill Maybcrry
and new coordinator lohn
Lovett.
Thaler and Piepkow have
helped shore up the rush defense
and lordan was named MAC
Defensive Player of the Week
after getting two interceptions
against Temple. He may have
won the same honor again this
week if it wasn't for Parks taking
the award.
"I think as the weeks go by we
play with more and more intensity." Thaler said. "We don't have
any superstars. It's just intensity and hard work. Every week it
gets better and better and every
week we get better and better."
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Tracy beats out competition for Pirates job
Newly hired manager
expected to have free
rein over future hires
By Alan Robinson
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PITTSBURGH — Former Los
Angeles Dodgers manager Jim
Tracy was hired yesterday as ihe
Pittsburgh Pirates' manager,The
Associated Press learned.
The
Pirates
made
the
announcement at a news conference later yesterday, according to a source close to the team
who requested anonymity.
The move sends Tracy from a
team that traditionally has one
of baseball's highest payrolls to
one with one of the lowest.
Tracy. 49, has been the
front-runner from the start of
the Pirates' search last week
because of his long-standing
ties to Pirates general manager

Dave I.iltlefield, with whom he
worked in the Montreal Fxpos'
organization in the 1990s.
Tracy beat out the only two
known candidates for the job,
former Oakland Athletics manager Ken Macha and Atlanta
Braves coach Fredi Gonzalez.
Tracy replaces Uoyd McClendon,
who was fired Sept. 6 during his
fifth consecutive losing season
and was replaced for the rest of
the season by bench coach Pete
Mackanin. who was not considered for the job on a permanent
basis.
I.iltlefield also wanted to
interview former Pirates manager Jim U'yland, but he took
the Tigers' job last week before
be could talk with the Pirates
again.
Tracy
interviewed
with
I.iltlefield last week by phone
and, after I.iltlefield met Sunday
in Pittsburgh with Macha. Tracy

Volleyball performs
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 6
with a combined 83 assists for
both matches.
Stephanie Swiger went error
free, accounting for 18 kills and
a .419 hitting percentage on the
Weekend She said the Falcons
came into tlie matches with a
focus on meeting their individual leant goals.
"\\l> weren't necessarily disappointed with our performance
in the past, but we knew thai we
could play better and we knew
thai we could... nave our offense
run a lot smoother," Swiger said.
"It just seemed like the moment
we stepped on the floor in Akron
everything just clicked,"
BG hit over .300 in two of their
three wins against the Zips and
pounded down 78 kills — eight
more than Akron. The Falcons
bad four players record doubledigit kills and three players with
double-digit digs.
Jennifer Stewart led the Zips
with a game-high 23 kills tr. ,o
along with 19 digs.
BG coach Denise Van De Walle
said the team looked gtxxl in the
win against Akron, but it was a
41-39 loss suffered in game two
which stood out in her mind.
"It happened to be the biggest
score I've been involved with
since we stance! the rally scoring" she said. "We played very
very well. We really did battle
hard... to win it."
There weren't any signs of
fatigue the next night, as the
Falcons easilydisposcd of Buflalo
in what Van De Walle called one
of the teams best offensive performance this season.
The Falcons hit a season-high

.365 for the match, while blocking 14 shots at the net and holding the Bulls to a .094 hitting percentage,
Nofzinger, who had a gamehigh 17 kiJLs and a 353 hitting
percentage against Buffalo, said
the Falcons came into die match
feeling they had sometliing to

prove.
"The night before Buffalo
played Miami, who we lost to
and they beal Buffalo but they
look them lo four," she said. "So
dominating Buffalo in tliree was
pretty well. It just gave us more
confidence for Miami next time
we see them."
Van Dc Walle was complementary on the teams entire
effort throughout ihe weekend
before yesterday's practice.
"It was really a great performance for us botii nights," site
said. "Our outside hitters did a
very nice job of carrying die load
for us, Nofzinger and Manser.
What was really impressive was
Stephanie Swiger... it's very hard
to not commit one error.
T really felt we liad a good
week of practice and it transferred over into both matches."
BG will begin a five-game
home-stand against IndianaPurdue Ii)rt Wayne tonight at 7
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
And based on the way the
Falcons have performed at home
this season. Manser said they
have something to prove.
"Every time we have a home
match we want to show our
fans what we can do," she said.
"This is the perfect opportunity for us, because it's right after
big wins, we're feeling good
and we're confident."

and Littlefield met Monday in
Houston — the home of Tracy's
agent, Alan Hendricks. Tracy
was to have made $700,000 next
year with the Dodgers before
Ihe two sides parted ways following a 71-91 season, but Tracy
is expected to make more than
that in Pittsburgh.
With the Pirates, Tracy takes
over a team coming off i3 consecutive losing seasons, rhree
short of the major league record,
and a 67-95 record but one that
broke in a half-dozen promising
rookies during the second half
of this season, including lefthanded starters Zach Duke (8-2,
1 .HI ERA) and Paul Maholm (3-1,
2.18 ERA).
Tracy is expected to have free
rein lo hire his own coaches,
as the Pirates coaches were told
following the season finale on
Oct. 2 they would not be brought
back.

Keith Srjkocic AP Photo
FRESH START: Jim Tracy talks about being hired as the new manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates during a
news conference in Pittsburgh.

Fans criticize Tressel's play-calling
By Rusty Miller
'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — His team still
smarting from its second loss,
Ohio State coach lim Tressel
went on the defensive yesterday — defending his offense, his
play-calling, his personnel and
his own abilities.
The Buckeyes, who host No.
16 Michigan State on Saturday,
were limited to 230 yards and
one touchdown in a 17-10 loss at
Penn State last Saturday night.
Since then. Ohio State fans at
water coolers around the region
and callers to talk radio have savaged Tressel and what they call
his conservative offensive attack.
"Oh, you hear plenty." Tressel
said. "Whoever invented the
Internet... my poor'deletcd items'
box is in big trouble.... The guy
cleaning the locker room wasn't
too nice to me on Sunday."
farmer Buckeyes coach Earle
Bruce, who brought Tressel to
Ohio State as an assistant in 1983,
said such treatment comes with
the job.
"I didn't like my job a lot of
times after we lost but it only
lasts through Monday or Tuesday
when you start to work for die
next game," said Bruce, 81-26-1
as Ohio Stale's head coach from
1979-87 and now a college football analyst on radio. "I Ihink that
if you've got the guys around you
that you respect and like, and you
go to work then you're going to
turn out to be a winner."
The criticism comes two weeks
after an impressive 31-6 beating of Iowa when die Buckeyes
appeared to be peaking.

Carolyn Ulster AP Photo
BREAKING FREE: Michael Robinson, center, rushes through Ohio State's
Anthony Schlegel, right, and corner back Malcom Jenkins, left.
"I learned a long time ago —
I've been around football longer
than some of you have been alive
— and there's two things dial you
don't listen to: flattery, which can't
help you. and abuse, which can't
hurt you. You have to look at the
facts," Tressel said.
The problem is, die facts aren't
pretty. In the latest NCAA stats for
all 117 Division l-A teams, Ohio
State ranks 40lb in rushing. 91st

Don't Forget!!!
Saturday, October 15th is....
Sweetest Day!
-WT

Flowers, balloons, chocolates
and more! Let us help you
make it a day to remember.

in passing, 72nd in total offense
and 68th in scoring.
Jim Bollman has the tide of
offensive coordinator but it is well
known that Tressel calls most of
the shots for the offense. That
offense misfired all night and bad
two costly turnovers by quarterback Troy Smith — an interception that gave the Nittany Uons
the ball inside the Ohio State
2 and a fumble after a jarring

hit that killed die Buckeyes' last
chance to tie the game.
Asked if he would ever consider stepping back from his close
involvement with the offense to
let his coaches take over, Tressel
said, "That's a discussion you
have at times but I'm not sure
thai would interest me. I like
being involved."
Tressel said Smith made some
had decisions but was still his
starter and would not share the
job.
Another problem is: What's
wrong with Ted Ginn Jr.?
Ginn, an All-American punt
returner as a freshman last year,
seemed headed for big things this
season. Instead, he has regressed.
Afteraveraging25.6yardson punt
returns and bringing a school
— and Big Ten-record four back
for TDs last year, Ginn is averaging 7.6 yards a return (66th best
in the country) with no return
touchdowns.
Tressel said he saw no signs
of hesitancy in Ginn's runs
nor a lack of confidence in his
demeanor.
"If 1 had to pick one thing
about Ted Ginn, it's thai he cares
about Ohio State," he said. "And
thai to me is a great start."
Yet Tressel wasn't afraid to
toss some of the blame for the
loss on that unit, saying it was
lacking in one key area.
"Let me tell you what the
important one is, if you have
your pencils out: We're last in
the league in turnover margin,"
he said. "You know, don't talk to
me about the rest."

Falcons hold off 'Cats
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 6
right away we let them know,
'you guys aren't going to run
the ball on us tonight,' and we
played the whole game with
that attitude/Thaler said.
Last week the Bobcats were
able to inn for 3&5 yards, including 204 yards by Kalvin McRae
and 141 yards by Voncarie
Owens.
"We knew we couldn't take the
run game lightly and we knew,

hey so far we haven't stopped the
run and they're going to try and
ran the ball on us," Thaler said.
The Falcons buckled down
and held their McRae and
Voncarie to 34 and two yards,
respectively.
They held Ohio to only 239
yards of total offense. In the
previous 18 trips to the red zone
Falcon opponents had scored,
but the Falcons held the Bobcats
scoreless in three of dieir four
trips to the red zone.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: Why do owners of
muffler shops sleep so
well at night?

mm.&m
ttcvalix edrQai

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

A: They're exhausted!

Wrilttn »nd IHustraled Bi Jed Oavis. |jOa.ii«tbjsu idu

Outdated Hawaiian
law amuses, confuses
"e always see lists of
dumb laws that are
JOSH
like a hundred years
BONER
old and that don't apply to us
Humor Columnist
today. "You can't play Black Jack
with a goat in an outhouse" or
there because there's still food
"you can't drive blindfolded" or
"you can't kill a man for not likon the table. You either have to
ing your humor column."
eat the food, or find the people
I've just thought that as a soci- who were sitting there and have
ety, we have moved passed ridic- them finish it. We can't have any
outstanding food."
ulous laws, but our good friends
You're like, "It's Denny's. You
in the state of Hawaii have just
kicked it up a notch.
ain't gotta worry about having
outstanding food." This all just
When you buy a used car in
Hawaii, if there are any outstand- seems so medieval. Someone is
ing fines or tickets on the car, you being brought before the king:
"Your grandfather betrayed me...
are responsible for paying them
now 1 must flog you."
in order to register the car.
But here we have it. This law
Yeah, you read that right.
not only makes lowlifes (parEither pay the fine yourself, or
don the term if you're a lowlife)
contact the previous owner of
not held accountable for their
the car and try to get them to
actions, we're punishing other
pay for it. I'm sure that'll go over
people in the process.
real well.
I might have to
(ring, ring)
"If
that's
a
write a letter to the
"Hello."
word, then powers that be in
"Hi.isthislim?"
the Aloha State. I just
"Yes."
I guess I
have to brush up on
"Hi, I just bought
started
my Hawaiian skills
your old Kia and
first. If you go to hisurf.
you have a few
speaking
com, you can find a
unpaid parking
when I was Hawaiian dictionary.
rickets. I was just
only use 12 letwondering if you
like three They
ters (so it's something
could take care
days old, as that they have in comof those?"
with the average
"No."
opposed to mon
UTstudentl.lt cer(pause) "Well
when I was tainly makes playing
that's — I see
significantly
where you're comsix years old. hangman
less fun.
ing from, but there
Wa'awa'a is the
is still the fine, and
I Iawaiian word for stupid ...
it'd be great if you could take
hmm? If dial's a word, then 1
care of it... hello? (dial tone)."
guess I started speaking when
Some people in Hawaii have
I was like three days old. as
raked up hundreds of dollars
opposed to when 1 was six
worth of fines. If they didn't pay
years old. When I write my letthem when they had the car,
ter to Hawaii, it will have to use
why would they do it for somewa'awa'a numerous times.
one else?
I'll do whatever it takes to get
I think the Hawaii lawmakers
diat law changed. I know I have
are spending a little too much
a huge following in Hawaii, so
time on the beach drinking
make sure you guys kakau ia
their coconut milk, eating their
nou congressman.
pineapple, and listening to their
All that I can say is hopealbum of that Hawaiian girl from
fully you've read to this point.
American Idol.
Otherwise your first born will be
Wouldn't it have made more
responsible for finishing it.
sense to pass a law where you
can't have any outstanding fines
Readers, it's tlial time of the
in order to trade in your car? Not,
year, where Josh Benner does his
"Hey, let's make the person who
annual Hawaiian Cruise, loin
buys the car responsible."
Josh this Christmas season for 8
It would be like going to a
days and 2 nights aboard the big
restaurant and trying to get a
blue boat. E-mail him if you're
table, and having the host say,
interested (jbentKrCbgsu.edu).
"We're sorry, we can't let you sit

Wi

SCHOLARSHIP Announcements
HARRY

V-

FRANKFATHER SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: October 14. 2005

The Harry V Fninkfather Scholarship was established to rccogmre Bowling Green
Sttie University students who are employed as a mean* to assist with iheir educational
expenses. There will be eight $3000 awards for the 2005-2006 academic year.
Student* meeting the following criteria are encouraged to apply
• Sophomore, junior, senior al BGSU
• Full-time undergraduate enrolled for 12 or more semester credit hours
• Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0
• Have a 2005-2006 Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSAi on file in the Student Financial Aid (SFA) Office
• Employed al least 10 hours per week for pay either on or
off campus.*
'Verification of employment and hours worked required.
Applications are available in the Office of Student hmpluymenl at
300 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg

EDWIN

L.

MOSELEY SCHOLARSHIP

Dr. Edwin L. Moseley made this scholarship available through his estate because of his
commitment' to education His intent was to financially assist students who demonstrate
a degree of scholarship and moral character. There will be five $3000 awards for the
2005-2006 academic year.
BGSU Students meeting the following criteria are encouraged to apply:
• Sophomore, junior, senior with at least 30 BGSU credit hours
• Graduate ltudents
• Demonstrated financial need for the award year that the
scholarship is being offered. (2005-2006 FAFSA on flic)
• Cumulative BGSU GPA of 3.0 or higher for undergraduate*
• Cumulative BGSU GPA of 3.4 or higher for graduates
• Submit a personal statement 1.500 words or lesat which describes
any contributions to the community and/or society that have been
made, and the educational value received from these experiences
• Submit two letters of recommendations from BGSU
faculty or administrator*

Written and Illustrated By lohn 8arkhimer. If jormKb&busu edu
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Iraqi law allows detainees to vote
IRAQ, FROM PAGE 5
show. But he also said he expected Iraqis would vote.
A top election official said yesterday that Iraqi law will allow
Saddam Hussein and thousands
of other detainees who have not
been brought to trial to vote in
the referendum.
Abdul I iussein I Irndawi, one of
the eiglit highest-ranking officials
on the Independent FJectoral
Commission in Iraq, also said the
organization was still awaiting a
full list from the Interior Ministry
and the U.S.-lcd coalition of the
detainees who should be allowed
to receive copies of the draft
constitution and to vote at Abu
Ghraib prison and several other
U.S. detention centers.
,
"All non-convicted detainees have the right to vote. That
includes Saddam and other former government officials. They
will vote." Hintlawi said in a telephone interview.
Said Arikat, a United Nation'.
spokesman in Baghdad, said
U.N. officials recently left 10,000
copies of the constitution at the
U.S. detention centers in Iraq for
distribution. "We don't know if
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Saddam and oilier officials from
his government got copies or not.
Arikat said.
U.S. Lt. Col. Guy Rudisill. a
supervisor at Abu Ghraib prison,
declined comment on whether
detainees, including Saddam,
would be given copies or be
allowed to vote.
Saddam's long-awaited trial is
scheduled to begin Oct. 19 on
charges that he and seven of his
regime's henchmen ordered the
1982 massacre of 143 people in
a mainly Shiite town north of
Baghdad following a failed attack
on Saddam's life.
More than 12,000 detainees are
being held at the notorious Abu
Ghraib prison, Camp Bucca and
two other U.S. military camps
in Iraq, many awaiting trial or, in
somecases,formaIcharges. Many
of the detainees are believed to he
Sunni Arabs who were rounded
up by U.S. and Iraqi forces on suspicion of supporting Sunni-led
insurgent groups.
Tal Afar. 95 miles east of the
Syrian border, is located in an
area where Iraq's Sunni-led
insurgents have been active,
making it difficult lor coalition
forces to maintain security in a

large northwestern region of Iraq
stretching to the Syrian border.
On Sept. 28, a woman suicide bomber attacked an Iraqi
army recruitment center in Tal
Afar, killing at least six people
and wounding 30. The woman
detonated her hidden explosives
while standing in line with job
applicants outside the center.
Iraqi authorities claimed that
nearly 200 suspected militants
were killed and 315 captured
during the September offensive in Tal Afar. But when they
completed the sweep, they discovered many of the insurgents
had slipped out, some of them
through a network of underground tunnels.
Iraq issued arrest warrants
against the defense minister
and 27 other officials from former Prime Minister lyad Allawi's
U.S.-backed government over
the alleged disappearance or
misappropriation of SI billion
in military procurement funds,
officials said.
Those accused include four
other ministers from Allawi's government, which was replaced by
an elected Cabinet led by Shiite
parties in April.
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Travel
"#1 Spring Break Website! Low
Pnces guaranteed Book 11 people.
gel 12th trip free' Group discounts
for6+www. Spring Break Discount!
coni-or www.LelaureToura.com or
800-838-8202.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S299* Includes Meals,
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed'
promocode: 31
www.SpnngBreakTravel com
1 -800-678-6386.
CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Largest & Elhtcs Award Winning
Spring Break Company1 Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks,
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 31
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 06 Don't Gel Left Out
Now Hiring Reps. Organize Small
Group & Travel Free! Book Early:
Save Big SSS Free Meals Best
Flights, www sunsplashtours.com
1.800.426.7710.
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS. America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulca. Bahamas and Florida Now
Hiring on-campus reps. Call (or
group discounts Information'
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.statravei.com

Services Offered
Babysitter available Experienced.
Reliable. Flexible schedule.
Please Call 740-815-7099

$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours ol your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising programs EQUALS S1.000-S3.000 in
earnings (or your group. Call TODAY (or up to $600 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFurtdraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. 1888) 923-3238.
or visit www.campusfundffllfier,cpm

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
•MOVIE EXTRAS' Earn S150-S300/
day. All Looks/ Types Needed. TV.
Music Videos, Commercials. Film.
Print No Experience Necessary
Call 7 days 1-800-260-3949 x3804

Get paid to think
Make S75 taking on line surveys.
www. money a uthor. co m

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a
month. Pick up your free car key today. www.freecarkey.com

The Fort Meigs YMCA is now hiring
preschool gymnastics instructors at
our Perrysburg location.
Must have experience m gymnastics
or early childhood education.
If interested please send a resume
(o bbockert@ymcatotedo.org or stop
by 13415 Eckel Junction Rd. and fill
oul an application.

For Sale
Washer & Gas Dryer for sale
S400 OBO Must pick up
419-353-9714.

For Rent
"$199.00 Mo.. 926 E. Wooster,
Rooms plus 1 ♦ 6 Bdrm.Houses. All
next to campus, & Avail. NOW. Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also 2nd
Sem I ,2, & 4 Bdrm apis +rooms.
Low as $199 per month.
"Its earty bul students are knocking
down my door for houses, next to
campus, 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple students unrelated over 3 allowed)
Call 419-3530325 10 am-9pm. Listings avail 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3.

Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
www southsid«6 com • 419 352.8439
E«p 12 20 05

CINEMA 5

HIRING for lull-lime, parl-lime
inside & outside sain
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
t9
20
23
24
25
28
30
34
36
38
39
42
43
44

Societal standards
Rudiments
Gung-ho
Pennsylvania sect
Let fall
Actress Sorvino
French landlord's due
Swerve
Actor Morales
Softball pitcher's asset?
Length of a life
Deep-orange chalcedony
Spanish article
Dated leader?
Termination of existence
■ Sanctorum"
Mare fare
Yellow-fever mosquito
Miniaturist's asset?
Marker of stones
Emerald Isle
London art gallery

45
47
49
50
52
54
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

33
35
37
40

Japanese ship name
Harbinger
Cheese coat
Adlai's running mate
Tenzing Norgay. e.g.
Edge
Light machine gun
Some students
Move farther apart
Constitutional afterthought?
Workbench device
Levin and Gershwin
Speaker's platform
Vietnam's capital
Not look forward to
Joust weapon
Body of water
Step
Set of values
Utopian
_ San Giovanni (Milan
suburb)
City on the Ruhr
Kansas City stadium
Makeup
Honker

Implant firmly
Parking meter site
Actor Chaney
Gruff bark
Ta-ta, Luigi!
Pugilist's asset?
Smallest Great Lake
Hamburg wife
Sticky-toed lizard
Granny
Cat Tech grad
Dine at home
Defunct
Latin being
Incline

41
46
48
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Weird
Molasses candy
Emblems
Glacial masses
Actor Ryan
Watch over
"Dies _"
Ms. Lo Ho brig i da
Hangs down
External: pref.
Omit
Unit of loudness
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Drop off at store.
107 S MainSl Bowling Green
or lax to (419)715-51II

Relationship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?
Drugs 1 rtatol becannt a prafan?
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Roast Pork Loin
& Mushed Potalues, Gravy. Qilnlaw
VcRctahlf and 0>rnbread Stuffing.
• From 4 pm until 9 pm *

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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-delivery aviilableHouri: llim - 9pm Mo«4iy- Saturday
Delivery lljm-9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent

For Rent

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.
419-353-8206.

Copper Beech Subleaser Wanted.
Jan. 06. Spacious 1 bdrm. Free
Internet/ Cable 740-815-7099.

812 3rd St. Close to BGSU.
newly painted, 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
$840/ mo +dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Roommate Wanted 822 2nd St.
Apt. B6. 5250/ month + utilities.
Call Andy 419-681-6058
Subleaser needed for large bdrm. at
5 Orchard Dr. Lots of extras.
$260/mo. + util. Call 419-902-6168.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

For Rent
Subleaser Wanted. Beautiful, clean,
spacious 1 bdrm. apt. S395/mo +
elec 1 mile from campus. Brand
new kitchen, D/W & bathroom. Big
enough lor 2 students, ideal for 1.
Recommended for upperclassmen.
grads. & young professionals Avail
Dec. 15. December rent is free,
email mscanlo@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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ROOM*

AvAiUblfc!!

■No Fees • No Credit Card Required

THE HEAT
904E.Wooster

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main

419-354-1559
(16 BEDS 2 BOOTHS)
NO AFfC4NIUf NT NICISSABT

419-353-8826

419-352-3S88

IS BIOS : BOOTHS!

IS BIDS 1 BOOTH)

College of Arts & Sciences
and
BGeXperience presents
What's Yours is Mine:
Plagiarism tn the Information Society
A Panel Discussion
K
The ability to sonault experts quickly and the ability
to out and paste from the sonvenlense of ones' computer
has also brought about a new challenge. Plagiarism,
both intentional and unintentional, is exponentially
increasing. Never has plagiarism across the writing
professions been so widespread. The purpose of this
panel Is to review the continuum on which plagiarism
occurs while advancing points of consideration when
writing for a host of situations. Newspapers, class
papers, PowerPoint presentations and the sharing of
information from public domain sites are a sample of
the scenarios where plagiarism will be reviewed.

Mr. Robert Moser, BG News Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Donna Nelson-Beenc Director of General Studies Writing/
Associate English Professor ^t
Dr. Donald Nieman, Dean, Col leg,- of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Melissa Spirek, Associate Professor of Journalisn

419-353-2277
»"edn*sday October 12

In Do.vntown Bowling Green

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
Allies in Mental Health, LLC
130 S. Main St. Suite 218 Bowling Green
419.354 JUMH (2464)

419-353-7715 (5*

V

(419) 352-4663

Panelists:

FREE HEAT

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
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~Wh«r» The Parly Start!"
ioulhi,de4 com • 419.352 8439
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2 FREE GYROS!

The Enclave Apartments

419-353-5100

brought to you by

"Student Work
Immediate Openings
$11.75 base/appt., flex, sched, cusl
sates/ service, all ages 17 & older,
conditions apply, 419-861-6t34.

7 FULL-TIME & 6 PART-TIME 1 yr.
positions avail, in Wood Cty .
starling Immediately
www .bgsu .eau/wQQdCQ u rUy corps/
call 419-372-9625.
Attention! Due to recent expansion
of business, Now Hiring for 34
FT/PT positions. College students
welcome, all training provided. Bonuses. Paid Vacations, Incentives
Call now for interview 419-354-2069

The Daily Crossword Fix

7:00 pill
111 Olscamp

